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12 JULY 2007: PLENARY, SEMI-PLENARY, TES PARALLEL LECTURES
TOPIC

CODE

TITLE

NAME

ORGANISATION

LANGUAGE

TARGET

Plenary 1st session 10.00-11.30
Psychology and
Empathy

AP01 Understanding emotional
competence

Empathy: to be concerned by others

Klaus SCHERER

Deaprtment of Psychology All languages General
& Swiss Center for
Affective Sciences University of Geneva, CH

Boris CYRULNIK

University of Toulon (F)

Semi-plenary Lectures 12.00-13.15 and 17.00-18.15
Research
programmes on
TES work and
volunteers

AS01 The influence of personality,
Tanja WRANIK
AS02 emotional competence and empathy Katia SCHENKEL
on emotion-regulation: dealing with
emotions in different types of social
interaction
The letter in a bottle in the Internet
Ines TESTONI
Ocean: implicit requests for help in e- Paola FORNASIER
mails sent to Telefono Amico Italia
Luca RUSI

Deaprtment of Psychology All languages General
& Swiss Center for
Affective Sciences University of Geneva, CH
Deaprtment of General
Psychology - University of
Padova, Italy

Tes Parallel Lectures 12.00-13.15 and 17.00-18.15
TES: Listening
on the phone
and internet

AL01 Listening as a way of help. The
Maria Raffaella ROSSIN
course of our emotions through Help
Lines
Strategies and experiments
promoting emotional balance on the
phone and internet

Stefan SCHUMACHER

Healt department Milano - All languages General
I
TelefonSeelsorge HagenMark - D

TES: challenges AL02 Challenges from a society in change Jesús MADRID-SORIANO ASITES - E
to a 40 year old organization
for a 40 year old
organisation
IFOTES and Telefono Amico Italia:
IFOTES Representative
IFOTES
TAI Representative
TAI
1967-2007
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Plenary 2nd session 15.00-16.30
Neurosciences
and… football

AP02 The compassionate brain: emotional Gerald HUTHER
activation and the transformation of
novel experiences into novel
neuronal connectivity patterns
Emotions and football

Andy ROXBURGH

University of Göttingen - D All languages General

UEFA, Geneva - CH

Code: date/type/number
Date: 12 July = A; 13 July = B; 14 July =C
Type: P = Plenary, S = Semiplenary; L= Parallel lecture; W = workshop/discussion group
Number: progressive
Each lecture and workshop is given a code. Please indicate on your application form at least two options from lectures and workshops listed in
the programme for each day, to help us allow as many people to attend the events of their choice.
Plenary sessions will last one hour and a half. Simultaneous translations will be provided in the five official IFOTES languages: English, French,
German, Italian, Spanish.
Semi-plenary sessions will last one hour and fifteen minutes. They are given twice with half the audience attending each time. The topic is the
same for each semi-plenary: the results of the two research programmes on TES work and volunteers conducted by the University of Geneva
(CH) and The University of Padua (I). Translations will be provided in all five languages.
TES Parallel lectures will last one hour and fifteen minutes, with two or three speakers. They are given twice: each time they will have the same
topic and will be translated into two other languages (different each time).
Further details of your attendance at lectures and participation in workshops will be given to you directly before the congress starts, or at the
registration desk.
During the congress our volunteer staff will be pleased to help you in finding your workshop location, as well as make your stay in
Prato as comfortable as possible.
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